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Light-touch regime
overview
Delegates were also given an
about
about one of the most talked
bodies
changes that will apply to public
touch’
– the introduction of the ‘light
regime that will apply to the procurement
health,
of ‘residual’ services such as
services.
education, sporting and cultural

...informing Northern Ireland’s decision-makers

“The regime means that if these
contracts are valued at over €750,000,
in the
they must now be advertised
Union,”
Official Journal of the European
William Curry commented. “Public
to
bodies will also have the freedom
will be
determine the procedures that
applied to procurement of these
services.
that
“In addition, improved rules mean
can be
social and environmental aspects
taken into account in certain
who to
circumstances when deciding
can
award a contract to. Public bodies
now also take into account the
award
experience of individuals at the
stage of the competition.”

James Flanagan (Arthur Cox), Morgan

Haylett (RPS) and Ricky Burnett (arc21).

While the scope of the 2015 Regulations
will be broadly familiar to contracting
authorities working with the 2006
are a
Regulations, it’s evident that there
number of learnings to be understood
and applied to any procurement
processes going forward.

James

Curry and Aaron Boyle (Arthur
Flanagan, Patrick McGovern, William

held
Leading law firm Arthur Cox recently
Contract
a seminar on the updated Public
lead to
Regulations, outlining how they will
approach
a more efficient and streamlined
for contracting authorities.
through
Over 100 delegates were taken
some of
an introduction and analysis of
set of rules
the key provisions of the new
updated
by the Arthur Cox team. The
2015 came
Public Contracts Regulations
was
into force in February. The objective
can
to ensure that EU member states
services,
secure high quality goods and
money.
whilst still delivering value for
They also allow for a more
straightforward approach to the
it faster
procurement process, making

Non-compliance

Cox).

and
and less costly for public bodies
Arthur Cox
private sector suppliers alike.
Merchant
recently held a seminar in the
Hotel Belfast to outline what these
and
changes mean for both suppliers
public bodies.

tender –
to both those administrating the
as well as those applying.
which
“There are a number of changes
hold huge
have come into force and will
remarked.
importance for suppliers,” he
now
“For one, as a turnover cap has
authorities
been established, contracting
a
will no longer be able to ask for
than twice
company turnover to be more
that of the contract value.
the
“Public bodies will now also have
lots a
flexibility to limit the amount of
break
supplier can win. This ability to
with the
contracts into lots, combined
SME
turnover cap, will encourage more
participation. However, it is also
who
important to note that suppliers
have performed poorly on a previous
future
contract can be excluded from
competitions by the contracting
authority.”

Wider playing field
Curry,
Speaking at the event, William
Senior Associate at Arthur Cox,
relevant
highlighted that the changes are

that
Suppliers need to need to ensure
changes
they’re fully aware of these key
rules of
so that they understand the new
the game and can bid successfully.

importance
William Curry highlighted the
these
to all parties of taking note of
“All
updated Regulations. He explained:
in
public bodies, and private companies
to be
their capacity as suppliers, need
fully informed and aware of these
updated Regulations, as non-compliance
be set
may mean that a contract may
aside.
“However, it’s reasonable to assume
some
that these Regulations will take
and
time to bed in. Interpretation
is
understanding of certain provisions
least in
likely to evolve over time, not
from
light of the various guidance notes
course,
the Cabinet Office and, in due
case law from the courts.”
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y

William Curry (Arthur Cox)

Contracts Regulations, par
a Contracting Authority per
a range of experienced spe

of
by representatives from a range
the
Northern Ireland bodies, including
the
Central Procurement Directorate,
and the
Department of the Environment
Library
North Eastern Education and

well-informed audience wh
excellent interaction and v
networking opportunities in

Board.

(Arthur
James Flanagan and Alan Bissett
and
Cox, Belfast), Patrick McGovern
also
Aaron Boyle (Arthur Cox, Dublin)
audience
took to the podium to take the
through other hot topics in procurement
law.
The event, which included a
as well as
comprehensive Q&A session
attended
networking opportunities, was

of
David Torrens, from the Department
who
Agriculture and Rural Development,
the
attended the event said: “I found
and
event useful in clarifying the content
implications of the updated Regulations.
was also
The presentation on ‘hot topics’
the
informative and helpful as was
discussion of social clauses.”
“I found
John Quinn, from arc21, added:
the seminar very useful and informative
the Public
in regard to the implications of

Rosemar
Rosemaryy Steen,
Steen, External
External Affairs
Affairs Director
Director at
at SONI
SONI (EirGrid
(EirGrid
Group),
Group), talks
talks to
to agendaN
agendaNii about
about the
the System
System Operator’
Operator’ss role
role
in
in growing
growing the
the Northern
Northern Ireland
Ireland economy
economy and
and the
the women
women
who
who are
are making
making itit happen.
happen.
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“We
“We should
should always
always be
be thinking
thinking about
about
people,”
people,” says
says Steen,
Steen, straight
straight out
out of
of the
the
blocks,
blocks, her
her energy
energy tangible.
tangible. “What
“What we
we
do
do and
and how
how we
we do
do itit impacts
impacts everyone
everyone
in
in Northern
Northern Ireland.
Ireland. People
People need
need aa
secure,
secure, safe
safe and
and reliable
reliable electricity
electricity
supply
supply to
to run
run their
their businesses
businesses and
and to
to
power
power the
the economy;
economy; people
people deserve
deserve an
an
efficient
efficient all-island
all-island electricity
electricity market
market to
to
10
10

provide
provide aa cost-effective
cost-effective supply;
supply; people
people
should
should know
know who
who SONI
SONI are
are and
and that
that we
we
work
work every
every day
day to
to bring
bring them
them these
these
benefits.”
benefits.”
Steen,
Steen, is
is the
the Director
Director of
of External
External Affairs
Affairs
across
across the
the EirGrid
EirGrid Group,
Group, which
which
includes
includes SONI
SONI (System
(System Operator
Operator for
for
Northern
Northern Ireland)
Ireland) and
and its
its sister
sister company
company
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EirGrid
EirGrid in
in the
the Republic.
Republic.
From
From its
its control
control centre
centre in
in east
east Belfast,
Belfast,
SONI
SONI manages
manages the
the flow
flow of
of power
power on
on the
the
transmission
transmission grid
grid throughout
throughout Northern
Northern
Ireland.
Ireland. SONI
SONI also
also develops
develops the
the highhighvoltage
voltage grid,
grid, strengthening
strengthening itit as
as needed
needed
and
and providing
providing new
new connections.
connections.
Each
Each branch
branch of
of SONI’s
SONI’s work
work overlaps
overlaps

with Steen’s areas of responsibility
which include connections
and charging,
customer relations, and
regulation.
Another key area under
Steen’s remit is
directing SONI’s Public
Engagement
strategy, which includes
working with
the business community
and other
stakeholders to build support
for grid
development projects: “SONI
is on a
journey, in 2014 we took
on
responsibility for obtaining
planning
permission for grid projects,
not least
the North South Interconnector,
which
remains SONI’s priority
project.”
For Steen, who has previously
held
senior positions in Shell
and Vodafone,
delivering infrastructure
while often
challenging, is familiar territory:
“Public
acceptability goes hand-in-hand
with
delivery of infrastructure,”
she says with
an unwavering clarity. “To
achieve this
people need to know who
we are and

Powering the
economy with SONI’s
Rosemary Steen

“The North South
Interconnector means a strong,
stable grid and that really
is the
back bone of the econom
y.”
what we do, which we are
working on.
Ultimately I hope that we’ll
get to a point
where people know SONI
and trust us.”

North South
Interconnector
The North South Interconnector
is a
proposed 400 kV overhead
line which

will connect the grids in
Northern Ireland
and the Republic, it will
ensure that
Northern Ireland has a secure
supply of
electricity, which currently
faces a critical
shortfall post 2020. The
interconnector
will also allow the all-island
Single
Electricity Market (SEM)
to function
efficiently, resulting in downward
pressure on prices.
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December/January 2018

Environment waste and water
Health and care services
Regional focus on the North West
Science and innovation

February/March 2018

Agriculture and Food
Policing and justice
Learning and skills
CSR
Children in Northern Ireland

April/May 2018

June/July 2018

August/September 2018

October/November 2018

Infrastructure
Enterprise and economic development
Tourism and conferencing
Public procurement
Data analytics

Housing
Local government
Care services for older people
Social economy
Telecommunications/Cyber security

Planning & urban regeneration
Corporate law
Investing in Northern Ireland
Talent management

Key benefits
• Direct contact with over 7,000 key decisionmakers in the public, private and voluntary
sectors in Northern Ireland
• Deliver key messages to Northern Ireland’s
senior figures in government, local government
and business
• Enhance your profile, showcase your work and
highlight important issues to an influential
audience
• Engage with stakeholders
• Increase the profile of senior people with the
organisation
• Gain recognition as a thought leader

Energy
Future of education
Digital government
Freight, shipping, transport and logistics

Opportunities available

• Front cover profile interview: very high

profile opportunity, offers maximum exposure

• Round table discussion, hosted by

organisation to include four/five leading
professionals/stakeholders

• Report sponsorship: Combination of editorial,
advertising and branding

• Advertorials: editorial style branded articles;

used to promote the benefits, capabilities and

services of an organisation

• Advertisements: build a high profile image
within the market place; premium positions

available including outside back cover

For further information contact Claire Speers at claire.speers@agendani.com or on
028 9261 0162

